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This booklet provides you with information about:

l what to do if you have a complaint against your cross -border financial services provider;
l procedures for out-of-court complaint settling of consumer disputes in financial services in the European Economic Area

(the European Union plus Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway);
l FIN-NET, the cooperation network between national out-of-court dispute settlement bodies for financial services;
l contact details of the national complaint schemes participating in FIN -NET.
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Please note that out-of-court procedures in this booklet do not replace direct contacts with
financial services providers. You can normally start the complaint procedures only after you have
tried to resolve the dispute with your bank, insurance company or other financial services
provider!
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Examples
Case No 1
Your car has been stolen and you make a claim to your insurance company which operates from another EU country. The company
rejects your claim on the grounds that you have breached the duty to take reasonable care of the car. You disagree with their
decision because you have taken all the necessary action required according to your policy.

Case No 2
Your daughter is starting her university studies abroad and you need to pay her registration fee. You ask your bank to transfer the
money to the university emphasising that the money must be on the beneficiary’s account within 10 days, otherwise you will have
to pay an additional fee. Your bank reassures you that the money will be transferred in time. At a later date you receive a notice
from the university, which wants to charge you the extra fee. You contact your bank for compensation, but they refuse to pay and
claim that they are not responsible for the delay.

Case No 3
You are buying shares via your foreign online broker. The formulation of your order appears to be wrong, and you modify it before
confirming it. Later you discover that the first, wrongly formulated order has also been executed on the market even though you
did not confirm it. You try to contact your broker by phone in order to cancel the first, non-confirmed execution. Your broker is
not available, but a colleague of his promises to take care of the cancellation. There is, however, no cancellation and you are liable
to pay for both executions.

As a consumer, where can you complain in these cases?
This booklet tells you how an unresolved cross-border dispute between you and your financial services provider may be solved
easily and quickly.
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Out-of-court complaint procedures
in the area of financial services — an effective alternative for resolving most consumer disputes
Out-of-court complaints procedures for financial services exist in most Member States of the European Economic Area. They have
been designed to handle unresolved disputes between you and your financial services provider, i.e. your bank, insurance company,
investment firm or other financial institution. These procedures aim to provide you with a quick, cheap, and easy way to resolve a
dispute. Out -of-court complaint procedures are voluntary alternative procedures providing results which are not necessarily fully
comparable to court rulings, and

therefore they do not substitute court procedures.
Normal court procedures are often cumbersome and may take a lot of time. Out -of-court procedures aim to provide you with an
alternative way to solve your disputes quickly, cheaply and easily, which may reduce your need to go to court. The bodies handling
the complaints have a good knowledge of the particular financial services sector, and even though their decisions are not binding
on the businesses in all schemes, most firms tend to follow them. Still, if you are not satisfied with the way your complaint has
been handled or with the outcome of the out -of-court procedure you can, in nearly all the schemes, go to court afterwards.
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FIN-NET
The cross-border out-of-court complaints network for financial services
The internal market in retail financial services gives European consumers a greater choice of financial products. In many areas,
Community legislation has been put in place to give you the opportunity to safely enjoy the advantages of the internal market.
However you may feel uncertain about how to enforce your rights easily and efficiently in case of a dispute, particularly in the
cross-border context.
To help you with problems that you might have with foreign firms, the existing national complaint schemes for financial services
have joined together in a cooperation network called: the cross -border out-of-court complaints network for financial services
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FIN-NET has three specific objectives:
1. to provide you with easy and informed access to out -of-court redress in cross-border disputes;
2. to ensure efficient exchange of information between European schemes so that your cross-border complaints can be handled as
quickly, efficiently and professionally as possible;
3. to ensure that out -of-court dispute settlement schemes from different EEA countries apply with a common set of minimum
guarantees.
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How can FIN-NET facilitate my access to cross-border redress?
FIN-NET aims to provide you with easy access to out-of-court complaint procedures in cross-border cases. This is particularly
important since out-of-court complaint schemes normally cover service providers which operate in and from the country where
the scheme exists, i.e. if you are complaining about a foreign financial services provider, your complaint will normally be handled
by a complaint body which operates in the country where the firm is located. This ensures better application of the decisions taken
by the out -of-court bodies, but it means that you need some guidance when you want to make a cross -border complaint.

Finding the relevant scheme and getting necessary information about it
Complaint procedures take different forms in different countries. The most usual model for the financial services sector is the so
called Ombudsman scheme. But there are also other models like the consumer complaint boards (either particularly for financial
services or more general boards), consumer arbitration boards, and complaint schemes within supervisory authorities.
The structure, nature and competence of these different types of schemes vary from one country to another. Even the schemes
within a single country can take different forms in different sectors. It is important to know certain characteristics of the scheme
before you decide whether or not to file a complaint with it. These characteristics include important issues like possible time limits
in bringing the complaint to
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the scheme, the nature of the decisions taken by the scheme (binding/not binding), possible limits to the award, etc. You also
need to know how you can file the complaint (i.e. by letter, fax or e -mail), and which languages you can use.

• How can I get this information easily?
The FIN-NET framework is designed to allow you to contact the out-of-court complaint body in your home country even when you
have a complaint against your foreign financial firm. This ‘nearest scheme’ will help you to identify the relevant complaint scheme
and will give you the necessary information about the scheme and its complaint procedure. (For contact details of FIN -NET
members in your home country, see the list at the end of this booklet.)
You can also find comprehensive information about each participating national scheme on the Commission ’s web page and in a
specific interactive FIN-NET database (for the Internet addresses, see page 10).
FIN-NET members in your home country are happy to provide you with information about the foreign scheme in your own
language. Do not hesitate to contact them!
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Having my cross -border complaint handled efficiently
When you have all the necessary information about the relevant scheme and you have decided to file a complaint with it, you can
leave your complaint with the FIN -NET member in your home country. If the FIN -NET member of your home country does not deal
with the complaint itself, it transfers it to the relevant scheme in your service provider ’s country. In some cases it might be more
efficient to contact the relevant scheme directly, and in these cases the FIN -NET member in your home country will ask you to do
so.
With regard to the language of your complaint, FIN -NET schemes aim to give you the possibility to make your complaint at least in
the language of your financial contract or in the language in which you have normally dealt with your financial institution. In many
schemes other languages are also available.
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Member schemes of FIN-NET will handle cross-border complaints with the same efficiency and the same level of care as they
handle domestic complaints. If the scheme needs any further information or documentation from you, it will contact you directly. If
it needs more general information, i.e. about the legislative framework for consumer protection in your country, it will cooperate
directly with the FIN -NET member in your home country. You will benefit from this cooperation also in cases where you have sent
your complaint directly to the relevant scheme.
Please note that FIN-NET procedures are only alternatives to judicial redress, and that the decisions or recommendations of out of-court bodies are not enforceable in the same way as court decisions in all schemes. In most cases the financial institutions
follow the recommendations of the complaint body even if they are not binding. But if they do not, you may need to go to court.
You can ask the FIN-NET members for more detailed information about the application of the decisions.

Can I trust member schemes of FIN-NET?
One important objective of FIN -NET is to improve the quality of dispute settlement in out -of-court complaint schemes throughout
the European Economic Area. Members of FIN -NET are linked through a memorandum of understanding which, besides the
procedural framework for cross -border cooperation, lays down basic principles for out -of-court dispute settlement. The
memorandum of understanding includes a declaration of intent from the bodies to apply the quality standards set out in
Commission Recommendation 98/257/EC on principles applicable to bodies responsible for out -of-court settlement of consumer
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This recommendation consists of seven principles comprising:

• independence of the dispute settlement body to ensure the impartiality of its actions;
• transparency of the scheme to ensure that you have all the necessary information about the procedure and that the results
obtained can be objectively assessed;
• adversarial procedure to ensure that you have the possibility to present all your views and are informed about the arguments of
the other party;

• effectiveness of the procedure to ensure that you will benefit from the
advantages of an alternative dispute settlement, i.e.: – access without being obliged to use a legal representative, – a procedure
which is free of charge or of moderate cost,

l a procedure which is swift,
l an active role of the dispute set -

tlement body enabling it to take into consideration any factors conducive to a settlement of the dispute;
• legality to guarantee that the decision taken by the dispute settlement body does not deprive you of the protection afforded by
the relevant consumer protection legislation;
• liberty to ensure that the decision taken may be binding on you only if you are informed of its binding nature in advance and
specifically accept this after the dispute in question has arisen;
• representation to ensure that you have the possibility to be represented in the procedure by a third party if you wish.
Governments of EU Member States have been asked to notify to the Euro -pean Commission those out-of-court dispute settlement
bodies in their country which comply with the principles of the recommendation. FIN -NET only includes schemes which have been
notified by their Member States.
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Where can I get more information?
More information about FIN-NET and the member schemes across Europe is available on the European Commission web page:

http://europa.eu.int/comm/internal_ market/en/finances/consumer/adr.htm

and on a specific interactive FIN -NET database:

http://finnet.jrc.it/en/

These web pages provide detailed information on each scheme, including:

l structure and coverage of the schemes;
l the nature of their decisions;
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l the time and award limits;
l charges (if there are any);
l the average time taken to handle the dispute;
l languages you can use in the procedure.
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Information on other Commission initiatives in the area of consumers ’ access to justice in a cross -border context:

http://europa.eu.int/comm/ consumers/policy/developments/ acce_just/index_en.html

l clearing houses established in the framework of the European extrajudicial network (EEJ -NET);
l your local or national consumer association or agency;
l European Centres for Consumers (Euroguichets);
l Euro Info Centres;
l internal market contact points for citizens and business.
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Member schemes of the cross-border out-of-court
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complaints network for financial services (FIN-NET)
Belgium
Médiateur des banques et soci étés de bourse Association Belge des Banques (ABB) Rue Ravenstein 36, bte 7 B-1000 Brussels
Ombudsman van de banken en beursvennootschappen Belgische Vereniging van Banken (BVB) Ravensteinstraat 36, bus 7 B -1000
Brussels Tel. (32-2) 507 68 11 Fax (32-2) 507 69 79

Médiateur auprès de la Poste (FR) WTC Tour II

Chaussée d’Anvers 59 B-1000 Brussels Tel. (32-2) 204 81 00 Fax (32-2) 204 84 00

Dienst Ombudsman De Post (NL + DE) WTC Tour II

Antwerpsesteenweg 59 B-1000 Brussels Tel. (32-2) 204 82 00 (NL) Tel. (32-2) 204 83 00 (DE) Fax (32-2) 204 84 00
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Ombudsman des Assurances Square de Meeûs, 35 B-1000 Brussels Ombudsman van de verzekeringen de Mee ûsplantsoen 35 B1000 Brussels Tel. (32 -2) 547 56 99 Fax (32-2) 547 59 75 E-mail: ombudsman@upea.be

Denmark
Pengeinstitutankenævnet Østerbrogade 62, 4 DK-2100 Copenhagen Ø Tel. (45) 35 43 63 33 Fax (45) 35 43 71 04 E-mail:
sek@pengeinstitutankenaevnet.dk Website: www.pengeinsinstitutankenaevnet.dk
Realkreditankenævnet Zieglers Gård Nybrogade 12, Parterre DK-1203 Copenhagen K Tel. (45) 33 12 82 00 Fax (45) 33 12 36 01
E-mail: sn@ran.dk
Ankenævnet for Forsikring Anker Heegaards Gade 2 Postbox 360 DK-1572 Copenhagen Tel. (45) 33 15 89 00 Fax (45) 33 15 89
10 E-mail: hj@ankeforsikring.dk

Finland

Consumer Complaint Board Box 306 Kaikukatu 3 FIN-00531 Helsinki Tel. (358 -9) 77 26 79 00 Fax (358-9) 753 48 80

The Finnish Insurance Complaints Board c/o The Finnish Insurance Ombudsman Bureau L önnrotinkatu 19 A

FIN-00120 Helsinki Tel. (358 -9) 685 01 20 Fax (358 -9) 68 50 12 20

E-mail: kvt@vakuutusneuvonta.fi Website: www.vakuutusneuvonta.fi

France
Le Médiateur de l ’ASF (Association Française des Sociétés Financières) F-75854 Paris Cedex 17 Tel. (33) 153 81 51 51 Fax (33) 153
81 51 50 E-mail: asf-france@wanadoo.fr
Le Médiateur de la Fédération Française des Sociétés d’Assurances BP 290 F-75425 Paris Cedex 09 Tel. (33) 08 20 03 15 24 Fax
(33) 1 45 23 27 15
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Médiateur de Groupement des Enterprises Mutuelles 9, rue de Saint Petersbourg F-75008 Paris Tel. (33) 153 04 16 00 Fax (33)
153 04 16 34
Médiateur à la COB 17, Place de la Bourse F -75082 Paris Cedex 2 Tel. (33) 153 45 64 64 Fax (33) 153 45 61 99 E -mail:
mediation@cob.fr

Germany
Der Ombudsmann der privaten Banken Bundesverband deutscher Banken Postfach 04 03 07 D -10062 Berlin Tel. (49-30) 16 63-0
Fax (49-30) 16 63 31 69 E -mail: ombudsmann@bdb.de

Der Ombudsmann der öffentlichen Banken Bundesverband Öffentlicher Banken Deutschlands eV

Lennestrasse 17 D-10785 Berlin Tel. (49-30) 819 20 Fax (49-30) 819 22 22 E-mail: postmaster@voeb.de
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Deutsche Bundesbank Schlichtungsstelle Postfach 10 06 02 D-60006 Frankfurt am Main Tel. (49 -69) 95 66 40 50 Fax (49-69) 95
66 40 56

E-mail: schlichtung@bundesbank.de
Der Ombudsmann der privaten Bausparkassen Postfach 30 30 79 D-10730 Berlin Tel. (49-30) 59 00 91-500 Fax (49-30) 59 00
91-501 E-mail: bausparkassen@vdpb.de
Versicherungsombudsmann eV Kronenstra ße 13 D-10117 Berlin Tel. (49-1804) 22 44 24 Fax (49 -1804) 22 44 25 E-mail:
beschwerde@versicherungs-ombudsmann.de
Ombudsmann f ür die private Kranken- und Pflegeversicherung Leipziger Str. 104 D-10117 Berlin Tel. (49) 18 02 55 04 44 Fax
(49-30) 20 45 27 85 Website: www.pkv-ombudsmann.de
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Greece
Hellenic Banking Ombudsman 12 –14 Karagiorgi Servias Street GR-10562 Athens Tel. (30-10) 337 67 00 Fax (30-10) 323 88 21 Email: contact@bank-omb.gr
Ministry of Development and Commerce Secretariat General Directorate of Insurance Enterprises/Unit 1 Caningos Square GR 10181 Athens Tel. (30-10) 384 27 55 Fax (30-10) 382 77 34

Ireland

The Ombudsman for the Credit Institutions 8 Adelaide Court Dublin 8, Ireland Tel. (353-1) 478 37 55 Fax (353 -1) 478 01 57
Insurance Ombudsman of Ireland 32 Upper Merrion Street Dublin 2, Ireland Tel. (353 -1) 662 08 99 Fax (353 -1) 662 08 90 E-mail:
enquiries@ombudsman-insurance.ie

Italy
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Ombudsman Bancario Via delle Botteghe Oscure 46 I -00186 Rome Tel. (39-06) 676 72 36 Fax (39-06) 676 74 00 E-mail:
om@abi.it

Luxembourg
Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) 110, Route d’Arlon L-2991 Luxembourg Tel. (352) 26 25 12 34/(352) 26
25 12 26 Fax (352) 26 25 16 01/(352) 26 25 16 03 E -mail: directioncssf@cssf.lu/ banques@cssf.lu
Mediateur d’Assurance — ACA-ULC Association des compagnies d’assurance du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg (ACA) 3, rue Guido
Oppenheim L -2263 Luxembourg Tel. (352) 442 14 411 Fax (352) 44 02 89 E -mail: aca@pt.lu

Union Luxembourgeoise des Consommateurs (ULC) 55, rue des Bruy ères L-1274 Howald Tel. (352) 496 02 21 Fax (352) 49 49 57

Netherlands
Geschillencommissie Bankzaken Geschillencommissie Gedragscode Hypothecaire Financieringen Surinamestraat 24 2585 GJ Den
Haag, Netherlands Tel. (31-70) 310 53 10
Nederlandse Ombudsman Verzekeringen Klachteninstituut Postbus 93560 2509 AN Den Haag, Netherlands Tel. (31 -70) 333 89 99
Fax (31-70) 333 89 00

The Dutch Security Institute — Complaints Board Raadhuisstraat 20 1016 DE Amsterdam, Netherlands

Portugal
Centro de Arbitragem de Conflitos de Consumo Mercado Ch ão de Loureiro (1st floor) Largo do Ch ão do Loureiro P-1100-145
Lisbon Tel. (351 -21) 8 88 36 23 Fax (351-21) 8 88 37 67 E-mail: lis-arbitragem@ip.pt
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Comissão do Mercado de Valores Mobiliários (CMVM) Avenida Fontes Pereira de Melo 21 P-1056-801 Lisbon Tel. (351 -21) 317 70
00 Fax (351-21) 353 70 77 E-mail: cmvm@cmvm.pt

Spain

Servicio de Reclamaciones Banco de España Alcalá, 50 E-28014 Madrid Tel. (34-91) 338 57 58 Fax (34-91) 338 65 22

Sweden

Konsument Europa
Allmänna reklamationsnämnden Box 16014 Jakobsgatan 18 S-103 21 Stockholm Tel. (46 -8) 402 42 90 Fax (46-8) 402 42 99 Email: info@konsumenteuropa.se Website: www.konsumenteuropa.se
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The United Kingdom

Financial Ombudsman Service, including:

l The Office of the Banking Ombudsman
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l The Office of the Building Societies Ombudsman
l Personal Investment Authority Ombudsman Bureau
l Office of the Investment Ombudsman
l The Securities and Futures Authority
l Complaints Bureau

South Quay Plaza 183 Marsh Wall
London E14 9SR, United Kingdom Tel (44 -8450) 80 18 00 Fax (44 -20) 79 64 10 01 E -mail: enquiries@financialombudsman.org.uk Website: www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk

EFTA COUNTRIES
Iceland
Banking and Securities Complaints Committee Fjármálaeftirliti

(The Financial Supervisory Authority) Su urlandsbraut 32 IS-108

Reykjavík Tel. (354) 525 27 00 Fax (354) 525 27 27 E-mail: urskfjarm@fme.is Website: www.fme.is

Insurance Complaints Committee Fj ármálaeftirliti

(The Financial Supervisory Authority) Su urlandsbraut 32 IS-108 Reykjavík Tel.

(354) 525 27 00 Fax (354) 525 27 27 E -mail: urskvatr@fme.is Website: www.fme.is

Norway
The Norwegian Banking Complaints Board Universitetsgaten 8, Post Box 6855 St Olavs Plass N-0130 Oslo Tel. (47) 22 20 30 14
Fax (47) 22 20 31 90 E -mail: per.fiskerud@bankklagenemnda.no Internet: www.bankklagenemnda.no
Forbrukernes Forsikringskontor (Norwegian Bureau for Insurance Disputes) Bygd øy allé 19 N-0262 Oslo Tel. (47) 23 13 19 60 Fax
(47) 23 13 19 70 E -mail: firmapost@forsikringsklagekontoret.no
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A great deal of additional information on the European Union is available on the Internet. It can be accessed through the Europa
server (http://europa.eu.int).

Cataloguing data can be found at the end of this publication.
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Dialogue with Citizens and Business Europe Direct
This service provides guides about the European Union and its single market. They are supported
by fact sheets, which tell you how to exercise your rights in each EU country.
You can obtain copies of all guides and fact sheets through our website on:
http://europa.eu.int/citizens
If you have a question about exercising your rights in practice, you can ask our ‘Signpost Service’
for informal advice:
l

by dialling the Europe Direct national freephone number:
0800 581 591

l

through our website
6 16 KM -40-01-165-EN-C
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